Abstract. In this paper, we reprove a global converse theorem of Cogdell and PiatetskiShapiro using purely global methods.
Introduction
Let F be a number field or a function field. Denote by A the ring of adeles of F and by a non-trivial additive character of F nA. Let n 4. Let be an irreducible generic representation of GL n .A/. We assume that the central character ! of is automorphic (condition A.n; 0/). We also assume that if is a cuspidal automorphic representation of GL m .A/, the complete L-function L.s; / converges for Re s large enough. We denote by A.n; m/ the condition that, for every such , the L-function L.s; / has the standard analytic properties (is nice in the terminology of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro [1] [2] [3] [4] , see Section 2 for details).
Following them, for every in the space V of , we let W be the corresponding element of the Whittaker model W . ; / of . We denote by U n the group of upper triangular matrices in GL n with unit diagonal. We set Let Z U n be the center of the group U n . Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro [3, 4, 8] proved that the conditions A.n; m/ with 0 Ä m Ä n 2 imply that Z Z Un .F /nZ Un .A/ .U V /.z/Â.z/ dz D 0
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for all non-trivial characters Â of Z U n .F /nZ U n .A/. They do not have the same relation for the trivial character which would then imply that U .I n / D V .I n / for all 2 V . Nonetheless, they prove that is automorphic by using an ingenious local construction.
Our goal in this paper is to prove that conditions A.n; m/, 0 Ä m Ä n 3, imply that
.U V /.z/ dz D 0 for all 2 V :
This proves directly that the conditions A.n; m/ with 0 Ä m Ä n 2 imply U .I n / D V .I n / for all 2 V and, in turn, imply is automorphic (and cuspidal). While our result is not needed, it gives a purely global proof of the theorem of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro. It is also germane to the conjecture that the conditions A.n; m/ with 0 Ä m Ä OE n 2 imply that is automorphic (and cuspidal). Of course, the conjecture is true for n D 2; 3; 4 (see [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] ).
The material is arranged as follows. In the next section, for the convenience of the reader, we review the work of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro and state our result. In Section 3 we provide preliminary material of an elementary nature. In Section 4 we prove our result.
Preliminaries and the main result
In G n D GL n we let U n be the subgroup of upper triangular matrices with unit diagonal. We let A n be the group of diagonal matrices and Z n the center of G n . We define a character
We let be an irreducible generic representation of G n .A/. As usual, this means that is a restricted tensor product of local irreducible representations v . For a finite place v, v is an irreducible admissible representation of G n .F v / on a complex vector space V v . We assume that v is generic, that is, there is a non-zero linear form
for all vectors e 2 V v and all u 2 U n .F v /. We denote by W . v ; U n ;v / the space of functions
It is the Whittaker model of v noted W . v ; U n ;v /. For all finite v not in a finite set S , the space contains a unique vector W v;0 fixed under G n .O v / and taking the value 1 at I n . The representation v is then determined by its Langlands semi-simple conjugacy class A v 2 G n .C/. We assume that there is an integer m 0 such that for all finite v 6 2 S , any eigenvalue˛of A v verifies q m v Ä j˛j Ä q m v . For an infinite place v, the representation v is really an irreducible admissible Harish-Chandra module. We denote by . v ; V v / its canonical completion of slow growth in the sense of Casselman and Wallach. We assume that there is a non-zero continuous linear form
satisfying the same condition as before. We also define W . v ; U n ;v / as before.
Finally, let 1 be the set of infinite places of F and
We let . We assume that the central character of is automorphic. It is convenient to refer to this condition as condition A.n; 0/. In view of our assumptions, for any cuspidal automorphic representation of
/ is defined by a convergent product for Re s large enough. Condition A.n; m/ is that, for any such , the function L.s; / extends to an entire function of s, bounded in vertical strips and satisfies the functional equation
In G n let Y n;m be the unipotent radical of the standard parabolic subgroup of type .m C 1; 1; 1; : : : ; 1/. For instance, 
If a function on G n .A/ is invariant on the left under Y n;m .F /, we set
Here dy denotes the Haar measure on Y n;m .A/ normalized by the condition that the quotient Y n;m .F /nY n;m .A/ has measure 1. Our notation differs slightly from the notations of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro [1] . Here P n m . / is a function on G n .A/, while in [1] , it is a function on P mC1 .A/, the mirabolic subgroup of G mC1 .A/, embedded in G n .A/. Note that Y n;n 1 D ¹I n º and P n n 1 is the identity. Suppose is as above. For each in the space V of we set
where P n is the subgroup of matrices of G n whose last row has the form .0; 0; : : : ; 0; 1/. This is also
Then we have the following result.
Lemma 2.1. With the previous notations,
or equivalently
Likewise, let R n be the subgroup of matrices of G n whose first column is 
We can consider the function
Let ! n be the permutation matrix defined by
If is automorphic cuspidal, then for the cusp form corresponding to 2 V we have
By the previous observation relative to R n , we also have .g/ D V .g/. Thus
Conversely, if is given and
then U is invariant on the left under Z n .F /; P n .F /; R n .F /. Since these groups generate G n .F /, for every 2 V the function U is invariant on the left under G n .F / and hence is automorphic. In general, U and V are invariant on the left under P n .F / \ R n .F / and A n .F /. In other words, they are invariant under S n .F /, where S n is the standard parabolic subgroup of type .1; n 2; 1/. The notations here differ slightly from those of Cogdell and Piatetski-Shapiro [4] . Moreover, we have, for all g; h 2 G n .A/,
and similar formulae for U and V . As a consequence, if an identity involving W , U or V is true for all 2 V , the identity obtained by translating the function on the right by an arbitrary element of G n .A/ is also true for all 2 V , and conversely. For instance, the relation U .I n / D V .I n / for all 2 V is equivalent to the relation U .g/ D V .g/ for all 2 V and for all g 2 G n .A/. We appeal repeatedly to this principle. We note that˛m 2 P n . We also define 
with 1 in the .m C 1/-st row. Note that Q m contains the group Y n;m . Thus we may con- [4] ). Suppose that conditions A.n; j /, 0 Ä j Ä m, are satisfied. Then, for all 2 V ,
We denote by E.n; m/ the condition that
This condition can be simplified. Indeed, we have the following result.
The condition E.n; m/ is equivalent to the condition Proof. For the convenience of the reader, we review the proof. For k D 1 our conclusion is just the hypothesis. Thus we may assume our assertion true for k, 1 Ä k Ä n m 1, and prove it for k C 1. In the integral we write x D .0; 0; : : : ; 0; x kC1 ; x kC2 ; : : : ; x n m /;
where the x i are column vectors of length m. We also introduce 
Since ˇi s in P n .F / \ Q m .F /, in the identity, we can conjugate the matrices by ˇ. We note that
Hence the equality becomes
where x 2 M m .n m/ .F /nM m .n m/ .A/, with zero first k columns. Summing now over alľ 2 F m and applying the theory of Fourier series, we get
where x 2 M m .n m/ .F /nM m .n m/ .A/, with zero first k C 1 columns. The other direction is obvious, since the if condition (2.1) holds for k C 1, then integrating both sides with respect to x 2 M m .n m/ .F /nM m .n m/ .A/ with only .k C 1/-st column being possibly non-zero, we obtain condition (2.1) for k, which is equivalent to the condition E.n; n m/ by induction assumption. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Since˛m 2 P n and U is P n .F / invariant on the left, we can apply condition (2.1) with g replaced by˛ 1 m . Thus condition (2.1) can be written also as In view of the assumptions, we havê
The function on the right-hand side of the equation is indeed separable. Proof. If dim.U / D dim.V / D 1, our assertion follows from the previous lemma. Thus we may assume that dim.U / D dim.V / D n C 1, n > 0 and our assertion is true for dimension n. Let e 2 U.F /; f 2 V .F / with he; f i D 1. Let U 1 be the subspace of U orthogonal to f and V 1 the subspace of V orthogonal to e. By Lemma 3.1, for u 2 U 1 .A/; v 2 V 1 .A/ we haveˆOE u C se; v C tf DˆOEu C se; v CˆOEu; v C tf ˆOEu; v:
Each one of the functions .u; v/ 7 !ˆOEu C se; v; .u; v/ 7 !ˆOEu; v C tf ; .u; v/ 7 !ˆOEu; v satisfies the assumptions of the proposition. By the induction hypothesis, the right-hand side is equal toˆOE u C se; 0 CˆOEse; v ˆOEse; 0 CˆOEu; tf CˆOE0; v C tf ˆOE0; tf ˆOEu; 0 ˆOE0; v CˆOE0; 0:
Thus it suffices to show that .u; t / 7 !ˆOEu; tf and .s; v/ 7 !ˆOEse; v are separable functions. Let us show this is the case for the first function. Let e 1 ; e 2 ; : : : ; e n be a basis of U 1 .F /. Write
Now he 1 C e; f i D 1. Thus,
OEs 1 e 1 C s 2 e 2 C s n e n C s 1 e; v C tf must be separable as a function of .s 1 ; t /. All the terms on the right-hand side (with s D s 1 ) have this property, except possibly the termˆOEu; tf . Thus this term must have this property as well. HenceˆOEs 1 e 1 C s 2 e 2 C C s n e n ; tf is a separable function of the pair .s 1 ; t /. Likewise it is a separable function of each pair .s j ; t /, 1 Ä j Ä n. By the lemma below it is a separable function of ..s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t /, that is,ˆOEu; tf is a separable function of .u; t /.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose thatˆ..s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t / is a function with the property that for each index j it is a separable function of .s j ; t /. Then it is a separable function of the pair ..s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t /.
Proof. Our assertion is obvious if n D 1. So we may assume n > 1 and our assertion true for n 1. We have, by separability in .s 1 ; t /, ..s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t / Dˆ..s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; 0/ Cˆ..0; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t / ˆ..0; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; 0/: By the induction hypothesis the termˆ..0; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t / is a separable function of the pair ..s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t /. Thus the right side is a separable function of the pair ..s 1 ; s 2 ; : : : ; s n /; t /.
Finally, we have a simple criterion to decide whether a separable function vanishes. Sinceˆis constant, this integral is just the constant value ofˆ. Henceˆis 0 as claimed.
Proof of Theorem 2.4
It will be convenient to introduce for every 2 V the function
Here u is a row of size n 2 and v a column of size n 2. The scalar product of u and v is denoted by hu; vi. Thusˆ is a smooth function on .F nA/ n 2 .F nA/ n 2 . :
The contribution of w has the form
where is of the form D w ˛with˛2 A n 2 .F / and is in a set of representatives for the cosets w 1 U n 2 .F / \ U n 2 .F /nU n 2 .F /. For a set of representatives, we will take the group
where as usual U n 2 is the subgroup opposite to U n 2 (that is, its transpose). Now viewed as a subgroup of G n 2 .F / the group X.F / is the unipotent radical of the standard parabolic subgroup of type .1; n 3/ and U n 2 .F / is contained in this parabolic subgroup. In particular, X is normalized by U n 2 .F / and by S .
We keep in mind that X is an abelian group. Let us write X as the product X 1 X 2 , where
Thus S contains X 2 .F / and is the product of X 2 .F / and the group T ,
Moreover, S normalizes X 2 . In particular, it normalizes the groups X.F / D X 1 .F /X 2 .F / and X 2 .A/, hence also the closed subgroup X 1 .F /X 2 .A/. Then our expression becomes
Here x 1 and x 2 are integrated over X 1 .F /nX 1 .A/ and X 2 .F /nX 2 .A/, respectively. We sum for˛2 A n 2 .F / and 2 S . We can take the sum over˛outside as follows:
We now show that each term of the˛sum is 0 for all . As usual, we may take˛D I n 2 . Now we write D with 2 X 2 .F / and in T . We combine the integration over x 2 and the sum over to obtain an integral over X 2 .A/. We arrive at
Here the integral is for x 1 2 X 1 .F /nX 1 .A/ and x 2 2 X 2 .A/. We will show that for every and every the following integral is 0:
In order for this expression to even make sense we better show first that, on X.A/, the function
is invariant under X 1 .F /. Recall it is invariant under X 2 .A/. So it amounts to the same to prove it is invariant under X 1 .F /X 2 .A/. Since normalizes the groups X.A/ and X 1 .F /X 2 .A/, it amounts to the same to prove that on X.A/ the function Since y 1 is in U n 2 .F /, this expression does not depend on x 1 . At this point we can reformulate our goal as follows: we have to prove that for every and every , the integral of the function If the last row of w 1 has the form .1; 0; : : : ; 0/, the root group corresponding to e 1 e m is conjugated to the root group corresponding to e m 1 e m . So our assertion is true in this case. If the last row of w 1 has the form .0; ; : : : ; /, we can apply the induction hypothesis to w 1 and obtain again our assertion. Note that ifˆ D 0 for all 2 V , then the condition E.n; n 3/ holds, since the integral over z is just an inner integral of the above integral. Hence, in the following, we assume that the condition E.n; n 3/ holds, that is, the above integral equals 0.
Proof of Theorem
We can conjugate by a matrix of the form for e (resp. f ) an F -row (resp. column) of size n 2 and he; f i D 1 and for all 2 V , 2 F ,ˇ2 F . Moreover, right translating by an adelic matrix in the unipotent radical of the parabolic subgroup of type .1; n 2; 1/, we obtain Z .F nA/ 3ˆ .u C xe; v C yf / .˛x Cˇy/ dz dx dy D 0 for all .u; v/ 2 A n 2 A n 2 , and for all 2 V ,˛2 F ,ˇ2 F . Thus by Proposition 3.2, the functionˆ is separable, for all 2 V . By Propositions 4.1 and 3.4, it is in fact 0 and we are done.
